The Evolution to Passwordless

Many in the midst of a complicated global context where passwords are becoming a thing of the past rather than a solution.

Is the midst of this evolution to passwordless where does your company stand?

Password-less help to tell before they are against it.

Exploits when they are hardly an evident breach, but a complex challenge.

54% report phishing, social engineering, and compromised credentials are the biggest risks to their businesses.

42% of IT leaders are concerned about malware, brute force attacks, and business email compromise.

Businesses are looking to what they know to get them to percent, 83%.

The end of 2023 will be an important milestone in this evolution.

64% of businesses and the API can compromise the whole.

User experience and cybersecurity are significant drivers for a passwordless solution.

68% of businesses improve usage of a passwordless solution, 86% better on important or critical access.

The compromised credentials crisis requires pervasive passwordless protection.

With LastPass as your evolution to passwordless, you're capable to meet your on your evolution to passwordless.